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Exhibiting the Behavior of Time-Delayed Systems via
an Extension to Qualitative Simulation
Ian Miguel and Qiang Shen
Abstract—This paper presents an extension to qualitative simulation that
enables a qualitative reasoning system to support variables that exhibit de-
layed reactions to their constraining functions. Information stored in the
previous levels of the behavior tree is retrieved and used to constrain mul-
tiple delayed variables and to capture the time-delay behavior of the system.
The extension is applicable to qualitative simulators that generate time-
stamped behaviors. In particular, this is implemented and integrated with
the existing fuzzy qualitative simulation algorithm. Results of an example
application of this extended algorithm are provided.
Index Terms—Qualitative fuzzy simulation, qualitative reasoning, time
delays.
I. INTRODUCTION
A standard technique used to control industrial plants is to choose
a measured variable and maintain the required value of this variable
through a process ofmeasurement, comparison, and adjustment. A time
delay between a disturbance in the plant and the effects of this distur-
bance showing in the behavior of a measured variable presents an im-
portant problem to systems control. This is because the longer the delay
is, the further the plant may have deviated from the designed conditions
and hence the harder it becomes for the control system to regulate the
measured variable.
A solution to this problem is to determine how a time-delayed system
will behave, subject to a certain initial condition through computer sim-
ulation, so that appropriate control actions can be taken. The system
may be simulated numerically via a differential equation model, but
this is only possible when the system parameters are precisely known.
Further, such a simulation could only use real number values to specify
the initial state and parameters; it is far more useful to be able to simu-
late a whole range of values. An interval could be discretized, such that
regular points along it are simulated numerically. However, this intro-
duces two problems: ﬁrst, how to guarantee that all possible behavior is
simulated if the process exhibits nonlinear characteristics, and second,
how to interpret the behavior at the boundaries between neighboring
intervals.
Qualitative reasoning [1]–[3] has already proven successful in
modeling complex processes, where a numerical solution is difﬁcult
or infeasible to obtain, (e.g., [4]–[6]). Here, the system behaviors are
simulated nonnumerically, with each variable taking symbolic values.
Hence, a single qualitative variable represents many quantitative
behavior possibilities, signiﬁcantly reducing the complexity of the
simulation. In most cases, system descriptions are not required to
be complete. Current qualitative reasoning research concentrates on
simulating time-invariant behavior, however. Most existing qualitative
simulation methods [7], [8] do not deal with systems that exhibit a
time-delay, such as y(ti) = f(x(ti T )). The CA-EN simulator
[9] may support time-delayed behavior, but requires explicit causal
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interaction information between the variables and parameters of a
system. CA-EN also uses a different underlying simulation mechanism
from that used by the simulators supported by the current proposed
extension.
This paper, based on initial work presented in [10], shows how a
qualitative simulation algorithm may be extended to support such sys-
tems. Although developed with the fuzzy qualitative simulation al-
gorithm (FuSim) [8] in mind, which was previously reported in this
journal, the extension is generally applicable to simulators (e.g. [7])
which enable an estimation of the durations of generated qualitative
states and whose underlying simulation mechanism involves ﬁrst pro-
ducing all possible behaviors and then ﬁltering out those which conﬂict
with the system description or model.
It is worth noting that this paper addresses the use of qualitative
structural and behavioral models to perform semisymbolic simulation
in an explicit manner. This should not be confused with the work car-
ried out in the area of fuzzy logic control. Although very successful in
practical applications, fuzzy control approaches generally follow a dif-
ferent knowledge representation scheme, where physical systems are
typically described using fuzzy relational models or production rules
[11], [12]. Also, the work on system behavior identiﬁcation through
phase-plane analysis and discrete sampling, as used in conventional
and fuzzy-control engineering, forms a complementary contribution to
that made herein.
However, this paper has, to a large extent, conceptual resemblance
with the ﬁndings as reported in [13]–[16]. For example, the approach
developed in this paper and the work on fuzzy inductive reasoning
(FIR) [13], [14] are both essentially intended to model the process
of human understanding of complex physical systems. Yet FIR works
with the assumption that humans analyze system behavior on the basis
of analogies with similar processes, via implementing the reasoning
systems with pattern recognition techniques. The present research fo-
cuses on how system behavior may be exhibited via qualitative phys-
ical considerations, mimicking humans’ ability to make inferences on
the basis of coarse and structured knowledge. This forms a sharp con-
trast with the underlying approach taken in FIR. In addition, the present
work has a speciﬁc task of modeling time-delay behaviors, extending
the simulation power of algorithms akin to FuSim, which the other rel-
evant work does not focus on.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II gives an
overview of the FuSim algorithm as a basis for the proposed improve-
ments. It also highlights the data structure, the behavior tree, that is
fundamental to this approach to qualitative time-delay simulation. Sec-
tion III describes exactly how FuSim may be updated to support time-
delayed system variables, detailing the changes that must be made to
the algorithm. Section IV provides experimental results and analysis.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
To be self-contained, a brief review of the FuSim algorithm is given
here. Also, an outline of the problem of (qualitative) time-delays is
provided.
A. Overview of FuSim
Most approaches to qualitative simulation developed in qualitative
reasoning adopt the generate-and-test methodology in producing
behavioral simulation of physical systems. That is, system behaviors
are qualitatively exhibited by ﬁrst generating all possible descriptions,
based on the assumed continuity and differentiability of the variables,
and then removing those behavioral descriptions that are inconsistent
1083-4427/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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with the given system model, which is represented as a set of qualita-
tive differential equations. A qualitative differential equation imposes
restriction over the possible values of the variables involved in it,
where each variable takes values from a ﬁnite quantity space [1]–[3].
Such an equation is hereafter generally referred to as a qualitative
constraint.
The FuSim algorithm is a relative of the qualitative simulation algo-
rithm, QSIM [3]. It models a physical system using the structural de-
scription of its behavior, deﬁned by a set of fuzzy constraints between
the system variables. In place of conventional qualitative constraints,
which each involve at most three arguments, the following generic con-
straint format is used:
LHS \ RHS:
Both sides of the intersection may be arbitrarily complex, removing
the requirement for several strict fuzzy constraints connected by pseu-
dovariables, which are artiﬁcially introduced for modeling purposes, to
represent a single more complex constraint. Here, the constraint is sat-
isﬁed if there is a (fuzzy) intersection between the left- and right-hand
sides (LHS and RHS, respectively) [17]. This allows a signiﬁcant re-
duction in spurious behaviors otherwise generated due to qualitative
ambiguities [18].
As per QSIM, a system variable is described in terms of its qualita-
tive state, which is in turn described by a pair of its qualitative magni-
tude and qualitative rate of change. However, FuSim makes use of the
theory of fuzzy sets to discretize the representation of system variables,
as opposed to the alternating point and interval method used by QSIM.
This helps ease the difﬁculty in representing the behavior at boundaries
between adjacent states. In particular, both the magnitude and the rate
of change of the system variables range over an arbitrarily discretized
fuzzy quantity space [8].
An outline of FuSim follows in order that subsequent changes to
the algorithm may be related to the original design. Given a structural
description consisting of a set of constraints over the system variables
and an initial system state, the objective is to produce a set of possible
behaviors of the system. The ﬁrst step is to calculate the possible next
states of each variable by applying a set of rules which dictate, given
the current magnitude and derivative components of a variable, what
values these components may take in the next time-step. The next step
is to generate a set of state-tuples for each constraint that consist of
the cross product of the possible next states of those variables involved
in that particular constraint. The resultant sets of tuples are checked
for consistency using a standard constraint satisfaction technique [19].
This involves two substeps: a) Self-Consistency Filtering: Restriction
is imposed over the set of tuples associated with each constraint such
that the remainder all satisfy that constraint; and b) Pairwise Filtering:
Tuples that are inconsistent between constraints that share a common
variable are removed.
A set of potential next system states are then generated by recom-
bining the remaining tuples, and are in turn restricted by the applica-
tion of global ﬁlters such as energy conservation [20] and phase trajec-
tory nonintersection [21]. The simulation algorithm must then process
each of the remaining potential next system states in the same way.
The output of this process is a behavior tree: each node corresponds to
a single system state, and each branch corresponds to a distinct possible
behavior pattern for the system (see Fig. 1).
B. Time Delays
It is useful at this stage to examine a method that could be used to
implement a time delay in a conventional numerical simulation. Con-
sider the system
y(ti) = x(ti 2):
Fig. 1. Behavior tree.
Fig. 2. Buffer mechanism.
Clearly, the value of y depends on that of x from two time steps ago.
A typical method for modeling this within an iterative numerical sim-
ulation is to use a buffer. The buffer holds previous values of x, which
may be retrieved in order to update y, as shown in Fig. 2.
Initially, the buffer is ﬁlled with the current value of y, so that y
cannot change before the requisite number of time-steps have elapsed.
At each iteration y takes its value from the leftmost element of the
buffer. The entire contents of the buffer are then shifted left, and the cur-
rent value of x is stored in the rightmost element. Therefore, to model
d steps of delay, a buffer of d elements is required. The expression used
to calculate y may be arbitrarily complex, as long as the result is stored
in this way.
This buffer-based method is relatively simple for numerical simula-
tion since just one value has to be stored at each time-step. However, as
the behavior tree is generated, FuSim must process multiple possible
behavior patterns, creating a much more complex scenario (though
FuSim will produce a unique behavior for the above extremely simple
case). Although qualitative time-delay may be supported via spurious
dummy variables, this would have the undesirable effect of an increase
in the branching factor of the behavior tree [17]. In the worst case, each
dummy variable multiplies the branching factor by six, the number of
transition rules FuSim uses to generate successor states for each vari-
able.
1) Qualitative Time Delay: It is possible to use information stored
in the behavior tree to implement a qualitative time-delay mechanism.
Such information can be an estimation of the durations of the states
or simply a symbolic time-stamped representation of the states. From
this, a general way of looking at the buffer mechanism becomes to
check whether it effectively enables the calculation of the delayed
variable from information available d steps previously. If at least d pre-
vious levels of the behavior tree are stored and retrievable, the required
information is available. The working assumption made here is that
the delay of any variable remains constant throughout the simulation
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Fig. 3. Retrieving variable state information from previous levels of the
behavior tree.
process, i.e., the system being modeled is time-invariant. This is a
common presumption adopted by many modeling approaches since the
behavior of physical systems can often be arbitrarily approximated by
time-invariant descriptions. The delay of each variable can be speciﬁed
precisely in the same way as for conventional nondelayed qualitative
models. This may be done by abstracting existing numerical models (if
available), or by any other knowledge acquisition techniques suitable
for qualitative modeling [22].
In so doing, a delayed variable may be constrained by retrieving the
states of the system variables involved from d levels higher up the same
behavior branch. Fig. 3 shows this process for the example system. In
order to constrain y, the algorithm searches up the behavior branch
d = 2 levels to retrieve the value of x stored at that time-step in order
to constrain y.
As per the buffer, the initial d steps of simulation must be treated as
a special case for a variable delayed by d time-steps. To prevent a de-
layed variable from exhibiting a response to the other variables before
sufﬁcient time-steps have elapsed, it is constrained using the state in-
formation at t0 for d time-steps. This is analagous to the preﬁlling of
the buffer described above.
III. EXTENDING FUSIM
To implement the proposed improvements, changes must be made to
the standard FuSim algorithm. These changes are detailed below.
A. Representation of Time Delay
Consider a simple system which is numerically represented as fol-
lows:
x(ti 2) + y(ti) = z(ti 2):
This constraint conveys information about the current state of the de-
layed variable, y, as a function of the other two variables’ states two
sampling time-steps ago. To model this type of system, the delay-in-
dicator, delay(.) is introduced such that the equivalent representation
for FuSim is as follows, where nondelayed variables have an implicit
delay indicator of 0:
x+ y \ z
delay(y) = 2:
The delay indicator is set with reference to a ﬁxed time frame (e.g., the
system internal clock or the sample rate in performing model-based
reasoning tasks). FuSim recognizes when a constraint contains a de-
layed variable and, to constrain it, retrieves the state information for
the other variables from the behavior tree as per Fig. 3. It is important
to note that the state information of the other variables is retrieved for
the sole purpose of constraining the delayed variable. The current states
of variables x and z can only be expressed in terms of y(ti+2), which at
this stage is not yet determined. Therefore, FuSim enforces constraints
backward in time from the most delayed variable(s).
The situation becomes more complex when multiple delayed vari-
ables are involved. Consider the following system, as represented nu-
merically and in a fuzzy constraint format with appropriate delay indi-
cators:
x(ti 1) + y(ti) = z(ti 2)
x + y \ z
delay(x) = 1
delay(y) = 2
where x and y are delayed by one and two time-steps, respectively, with
respect to the current state of z. Despite the differing amounts of delay
present, this constraint conveys information about the current state of
the most delayed variable, y, only. It can be satisﬁed by constraining
y using variable state information retrieved from the appropriate level
of the behavior tree. The level is computed on a variable by variable
basis, by noting the difference in delay indicators between a particular
variable and the most delayed variable.
Fig. 4 shows the interaction of the variables in this system, describing
their state transitions at each time-step as new predictions are triggered.
Note that i, the number of possible immediate next states, will differ
for different simulation methods; for FuSim it is at most six (as deter-
mined by the transition rules which govern the generation of successor
states from the current one, and which are derived from versions of the
intermediate value and mean value theorems [8], [23]). Since FuSim
enforces consistency backward in time, it is not possible to constrain
the current states of variables x and z. Here, these variables proceed
to all states allowed by the transition rules to maintain completeness.
In a more complex system, it is likely that these variables would be in-
volved in other constraints, and so would be further constrained. When
the constraint is enforced back from the current state of y, any states of
x and z that do not satisfy the constraint for at least one of the potential
values of y at the current time-step will not be used to create potential
system states. This process removes invalid values from further con-
sideration as soon as possible.
It is now possible to present a method of supporting a system
containing multiple delayed variables with differing amounts of delay.
Given a constraint over a set V of variables, it is necessary to establish
the setD of most-delayed constrained variables with a delay indicator
of d for each of its elements, and the setD0 = V  D, which contains
variables delayed to a lesser extent (including those without any
delay, i.e., a delay-indicator of 0). D is the set of variables whose
current states are constrained by interaction with each other and with
previous states of those variables in the setD0. In the case of the single
constraint of the previous example, V = fx; y; zg, D = fyg with
d = 2 and D0 = fx; zg.
The nondelayed version of FuSim is a special case of this; for each
constraint, D0 is empty (i.e. V = D) and d = 0. The variables are
constrained as usual using current state transition information. This is
also possible if V = D, but d > 0. This might be the case if two
equally delayed variables had a speciﬁc relation to each other as well
as to other system variables.
In the general case where D0 is not empty for a given constraint,
for each element u 2 D0, retrieve state information from the level
of the tree obtained by offsetting the current level by the difference
between d and the delay indicator ofu. Fig. 5 shows this process, where
delay(u0) = 1, delay(u00) = 2, and delay(u000) = 4.
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Fig. 4. Interaction between time-delayed variables.
Fig. 5. Retrieving variable state information for the variables in D from
multiple levels of the behavior tree.
TABLE I
PARTIAL BEHAVIOUR, TIME-STEPS t AND t
B. Extended Simulation Algorithm
To illustrate how the FuSim algorithm has been modiﬁed to support
delayed variables, the following system will be used. (A summary of
the updated algorithm will be given at the end of this section.) There
are three system variables: x, y and z with the following constraints:
_x \ y
_y \ z
 x \ z
delay(x) = 2:
The magnitude and derivative of each variable are taken from a
fuzzy quantity space which consists of the following quantities:
fN   Top; N   Large; N   Medium; N   Small; Zero;P  
Small; P   Medium; P   Large; P   Topg. A partial behavioral
description is presented in Table I.
Delayed variables must be treated differently according to whether
a sufﬁcient number of time-steps have elapsed for them to exhibit a
reaction to the changes in the other variables. Throughout this initial
period, a delayed variable is constrained via the state information at t0.
The calculation of possible state transitions for each system vari-
able is unchanged. Consider the example system at time-step t1, as
presented in Table I. The algorithm now computes system states for
TABLE II
POSSIBLE STATES FOR EACH VARIABLE AT TIME-STEP t
TABLE III
TUPLES GENERATED FOR TIME-STEP t , COMBINING POSSIBLE
NEXT STATES AND RETRIEVED STATES
time-step t2. First, the transition rules are used to produce the potential
states for each variable, as presented in Table II.
The next stage is to construct a set of state-tuples for each constraint.
Each set is generated from the cross-product of potential states (for the
most delayed variables of D) and information retrieved from the be-
havior tree (for the less- and none-delayed variables inD0), depending
on the particular constraint structure. Table III presents the tuples for
constraints _x \ y and  x \ z. Constraint _y \ z is omitted for clarity,
since it begins with 24 tuples (with six possible states for y and four
for z at the same time). Note how the state information for y and z is
retrieved from time-step t0 (see Table I) for the constraints presented
in Table III, since x has a delayed response of two time-steps.
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TABLE IV
TUPLES FOR TIME-STEP t FOLLOWING SELF-CONSISTENCY FILTERING
TABLE V
TUPLES FOR TIME-STEP t FOLLOWING PAIRWISE-CONSISTENCY FILTERING
Self-consistency ﬁltering is applied as usual to all constraints: the tu-
ples associated with each constraint are restricted to those which satisfy
the constraint. Table IV shows the restricted tuples for each constraint.
Again, constraint _y\z is omitted for clarity. However, self-consistency
ﬁltering reduces the number of tuples for this constraint threefold, from
24 to 8.
Pairwise consistency ﬁltering must be dealt with more carefully. It is
designed to remove tuples that are inconsistent between pairs of con-
straints that share a common variable. If this process is applied to a
mixture of delayed and nondelayed variables, inconsistent results will
be obtained: the variable state information for the setD0 is there solely
to constrain the variables in the set D (of a given constraint). Since
this information is retrieved from previous levels of the behavior tree,
it is alien to the current state and should be ignored by a pairwise ﬁlter.
Hence, the pairwise ﬁlter uses just the variables in the most delayed
variables sets to make adjacency calculations (for shared variables) be-
tween constraints. With reference to the current example, the pairwise
ﬁlter will only operate upon constraints _x \ y and  x \ z, since they
are adjacent via x. This is shown in Table V.
A similar situation arises when complete system states are generated
from the remaining tuples. A system state consists of a combination of
a potential current state of each variable, and so should not contain any
variable state information retrieved from previous time-steps. In ad-
dition, as noted previously, a variable not in the most-delayed set D
of any constraint may only be constrained backward at a subsequent
time-step. Hence, system states are generated using a combination of
the state information of variables in set D of each constraint and, for
the remaining system variables, of the potential next states as computed
using the transition rules (derived from assumed continuity and differ-
entiability [8]). Table VI shows the potential next system states for the
example system.
The simulation algorithm can proceed as normal from this point in
applying global ﬁlters to further reduce the number of potential states.
Since the extension proposed herein follows the original generate-and-
test strategy in producing future states from the initial, only inconsistent
states are removed. Hence, the original properties of FuSim such as
soundness and completeness remain.
1) Algorithm Summary: In summary, the extended fuzzy qualita-
tive simulation algorithm can be described as follows. Following a trig-
gered prediction, for each valid system state the algorithm does.
1) State Transition. Generate potential next states using the
original state transition rules.
2) State Tuple Construction. For each constraint, say con-
straint i:
a) For each variable in the less-delayed set, D0i, retrieve the
variable state from the appropriate level of the behavior
tree. If the variables in the most-delayed variable set Di
are within their initial period, state information should be
retrieved from level 0.
b) Form the cross product of the retrieved state informationwith
the possible next states of the variables in Di.
3) Self-Consistency Filtering. Apply to the tuples associated
with each constraint as usual.
4) Pairwise-Consistency Filtering. Apply between each pair
of constraints j and k that share a variable, such that the
shared variable is in the most delayed variable sets, Dj and
Dk of the two constraints.
5) System State Generation. Combine variable state informa-
tion in the most delayed variable set of each constraint with
state transition information of any remaining system vari-
ables.
6) Global Filtering. Apply to each generated system state as
usual.
7) Iteration of the above for each remaining system state.
2) Space Complexity: As noted in Section III-A, the maximum
number of next states for a single variable is six in FuSim. The support
of delayed variables does not change the branching factor. The extra
cost stems from the need to store a number of levels of the tree in order
to retrieve information to constrain delayed variables. Assuming the
behavior tree is explored in a breadth-ﬁrst manner, the space required
will grow with the current search depth, i.e., the time-step. Given
a maximum delay of d, and a system composed of n variables, the
worst-case space required at time-step t is expressed as
t 1
i=t d
6in:
Depending on the system constraints, it is normally not necessary to
store the entire system state, but only the states of those variables whose
information needs to be retrieved to constrain delayed variables.
When used within a model-based reasoning task that synchronously
tracks the real behavior at a constant sample rate, the complexity can be
reduced drastically. This is because tracking, also referred to as mea-
surement interpretation, is the process of using observations to follow
a behavioral path through the behavior graph generated by the simu-
lator [24]. For model-based applications such as control and diagnosis
on which qualitative reasoning techniques are typically focused, syn-
chronous tracking is a must [7], [25]–[27]. That is, comparisons be-
tween real observations and the simulated behavior must be made co-
herently at the same system state.
In particular, synchronous tracking works as follows, with the
assumption that the system being modeled is deterministic and
time-invariant (i.e., there is only one unique true behavior underlying
the real system with respect to a given input): Treat the current obser-
vation OBS(t0) as the initial state and the time t0 that the observation
is made as the initial temporal point for prediction. For the next
observation, OBS(t1), generate possible simulated behaviors from
OBS(t0) and compare these with OBS(t1). Each new observation
OBS(ti), i > 0 triggers the simulator to produce further predictions,
PREDSt , from the currently matched state. A comparison is made
between OBS(ti+1) and PREDSt . All behavior branches which
do not match are terminated, thereby saving space. The model being
used is still valid if at least one predicted behavior matches the current
observation. Further simulation continues from the behaviors that
contain the matched state.
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TABLE VI
POTENTIAL SYSTEM STATES FOR TIME-STEP t
Fig. 6. Behavior pattern of the example system.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The extended FuSim algorithm has been applied to a number of sys-
tems. As an example, this section will concentrate on discussing the
results from a second-order system model which resembles a class of
physical systems that involve variables which exhibit delayed periodic
oscillation behavior. For instance, the samemodel can be used to repre-
sent an resistance–inductance–capacitance (RLC) circuit in electronic
engineering and a coolant system in manufacture engineering [28].
The system model used extends that given in Section III-B by as-
serting that variable y also has a delayed response of one time-step.
This gives the structural description
_x \ y
_y \ z
 x \ z
delay(x) = 2
delay(y) = 1:
The initial system state is as presented in Table I (time-step t0).
This systemwas simulated for ten sampling time-steps, starting from
the initial state. At each time-step, a new prediction was triggered. A
behavior of the delayed variables x and y is shown in Fig. 6. The be-
havior graph is annotated with the value of the derivative component.
Since x is delayed by two time-steps, it is initially constrained via the
state information at t0, forcing it to remain at fP  Medium;Zerog
during time-step t1, as can be seen. At time-step t2, x exhibits a re-
action to y at t1 and z at t0. In the behavior pattern shown, x is con-
strained to equal fP  Medium; N  Smallg, which satisﬁes the con-
straint _x \ y, since the magnitude of y at time-step t1 is N   Small,
and  x \ z, since the magnitude of z at t0 is N   Medium. Over
the simulated time-steps, x is constrained to a delayed periodic oscil-
lation, compared to a similar system that does not exhibit time-delayed
behavior as presented in Fig. 7.
The behavior of y is also presented in Fig. 6. Contrary to what might
be expected, there is no valid behavior pattern where y remains at
fZero; N  Mediumg at t1. This is because Zero is a fuzzy-real [8],
and FuSim’s state transition rules preclude a variable with a fuzzy-real
magnitude from remaining unchanged unless its derivative component
is also Zero. In this case, y is equal to fN  Small; N  Mediumg at
t1, satisfying constraint _y\z, since the magnitude of z isN Medium
at t0. Again, the behavior of y in Fig. 6 is clearly a delayed version of
that presented in Fig. 7.
Note that a potential application scenario of this modeling and sim-
ulation example may be explained in the context of qualitative model-
referenced systems control [29], where a qualitative model is required
to predict, say, future behavior of a coolant system under regulation.
The model used here and the qualitative behavior derived from it may
then be interpreted as how the coolant loop is designed to function. That
is, under normal conditions, the temperature of the coolant is designed
to delay by one time-step in response to the ﬂow rate of the coolant
within the loop, which is itself also one-step delayed with respect to
the setting of the power supply to the pump. If the model-based predic-
tion is in conﬂict with the observation, certain control actions will be
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Fig. 7. Equivalent behavior pattern of example system with no delay.
taken to regulate the loop’s behavior. As reﬂected by Figs. 6 and 7, the
reference provided by the prediction that is generated by the present
model differs signiﬁcantly from that simulated by a nondelay model.
Without the ability of simulating delayed systems, wrong control ac-
tions may therefore incur.
As noted in the previous section, the maximum branching factor of
the behavior tree is unaffected by the presence of delay. However, the
average branching factor does increase with the number of delayed
variables, since the constraints involving the delayed variables are pro-
cessed “backward” only. In the present example, this has the effect of
increasing the total size of the behavior tree (assuming a breadth-ﬁrst
exploration) to thousands, rather than hundreds, of nodes. However, it
is necessary to generate the behavior tree to depth eight to exhibit the
delayed behavior due to the delayed response of x and y, whereas a
depth of six is sufﬁcient for the nondelayed version. Furthermore, as
argued earlier, if the model simulated is to be used in performing a
model-based reasoning task, this complexity can be signiﬁcantly re-
duced.
V. CONCLUSION
The extension to FuSim presented in this paper is a novel approach
to qualitatively simulating time-delayed behavior. The proposed work
does not require explicit causal dependencies between system variables
(as required by CA-EN [9]) and builds on the conventional generate
and test simulation paradigm. It allows a qualitative model-based rea-
soning system to deal with system variables that exhibit different delays
in their time-invariant responses to the constraining functions. The re-
sulting algorithm works by constraining multiple delayed variables via
retrieving state information from the behavior tree at a depth according
to the magnitude of each delay.
The results to date have been very encouraging. It does remain, how-
ever, to apply the algorithm to a more varied and complex set of prob-
lems. It may be that for a large delay time and a complex structural
description, storing such a large section of the behavior tree will be-
come impractical. In this case, it would be useful to develop a scheme
whereby only the variable states that are actually going to be retrieved
(as opposed to the entire system state) are stored. However, this is
largely an implementation issue, requiring little change in the modi-
ﬁed FuSim algorithm itself.
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Multiagent Immediate Incremental View Maintenance
for Data Warehouses
Gary C. H. Yeung and William A. Gruver
Abstract—Data warehouse systems typically designate downtime for
view maintenance, ranging from tens of minutes to hours depending on
the system size. In this paper, we develop a multiagent system that achieves
immediate incremental view maintenance (IIVM) for continuous updating
of data warehouse views. We describe an IIVM system that processes
updates as transactions are executed at the underlying data sources to
eliminate view maintenance downtime for the data warehouse—a crucial
requirement for internet applications. The use of a multiagent framework
provides considerable process speed improvement when compared with
other IIVM systems. Since agents are used to delegate the data sources and
warehouse views, it is easy to reorganize the components of the system.
Through the use of cooperative agents, the data consistency of IIVM can
be easily maintained. The test results from this research show that the
proposed system increases the availability of the data warehouse while
preserving a stringent requirement on data consistency.
Index Terms—Data warehouse, multiagent, view maintenance.
I. INTRODUCTION
View maintenance requires updating the materialized views in a
database system as changes are made to the underlying data. View
maintenance is well understood in conventional transaction database
systems. Most prior research in view maintenance has been concerned
with deferred incremental view maintenance (DIVM), in which
updates to the underlying data are logged and applied to modify the
materialized views collectively during system downtime. DIVM,
the primary view maintenance method adopted by most commercial
data warehousing products, assumes that the data warehouse has a
convenient system downtime. For data warehouses that provide global
access, however, downtime may not be acceptable. The time required
for view maintenance requirement is a major limitation on the size of
a data warehouse.
Data warehouse views may also be updated by the use of immediate
incremental view maintenance (IIVM). In this technique, changes to
the underlying data are applied immediately and individually to the
materialized views. Potential data inconsistency due to asynchronous
messaging, however, constrains its usage in commercial systems. In
this study, we propose a multiagent framework for performing IIVM
in data warehousing with parallel processing.
Hanson [1] conducted one of the earliest studies of DIVM in which
differential tables were maintained on base tables that contain the
suspended updates that have not been applied to the database state.
Colby [2] applied base logs and differential tables for periodic update
of views, a concept that is similar to taking snapshots from every state
of change in the base tables. Mumick [3] improved Colby’s method
by storing changes of base tables in a Summary-Delta table in which
the information is updated to the summary tables during off-hours.
Gupta [4] proposed a counting algorithm to keep track on the order of
updates for each tuple in a view so that updates can be applied at the
correct data warehouse states. Hull [5] decomposed an integrated view
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